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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACBF</td>
<td>African Capacity Building Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEC</td>
<td>African Economic Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEF</td>
<td>Federation of French Equatorial Africa/ Afrique équatoriale française</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRD</td>
<td>Popular Army for the Restoration of the Republic and Democracy/ Armée populaire pour la restauration de la République et la démocratie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASF</td>
<td>African Standby Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>African Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU-PSC</td>
<td>African Union Peace and Security Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDEAC</td>
<td>Central African States Development Bank/ Banque de développement des États de l'Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAC</td>
<td>Bank of Central African States/ Banque des États de l'Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAR</td>
<td>Central African Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEMAC</td>
<td>Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa/ Communauté économique et monétaire de l'Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEN-SAD</td>
<td>Community of Sahel-Saharan States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDS</td>
<td>Commission for Defence and Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEPGL</td>
<td>Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEWS</td>
<td>Continental Early Warning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMESA</td>
<td>Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPAX</td>
<td>Council for Peace and Security in Central Africa/ Conseil de paix et de sécurité en Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDR</td>
<td>Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAC</td>
<td>East African Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASBRICOM</td>
<td>East Africa Standby Brigade Coordination Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECCAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of Central African States/ Communauté économique des États de l'Afrique centrale (CEEAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of Western African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Economic Partnership Agreements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACCA</td>
<td>Central African Armed Forces/ Forces armées centrafricaines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOMAC</td>
<td>Central African Multinational Force/ Force Multinationale de l’Afrique Centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOMUC</td>
<td>Multinational Force in the Central African Republic/ Force Multinationale en Centrafrique</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ICG International Crisis Group
IGAD Intergovernmental Authority on Development
MARAC Central African Early-Warning System/ Mécanisme d’alerte rapide en Afrique centrale
MICOPAX Mission for the Consolidation of Peace in the Central African Republic/ Mission de consolidation de la Paix en République centrafricaine
MISAB Inter-African Mission to Monitor the Implementation of the Bangui Agreements/ Mission interafricaine de surveillance des Accords de Bangui
MLC Movement for the Liberation of Congo/ Mouvement pour la Libération du Congo
NARC North Africa Regional Capability
OAU Organisation of African Unity
PAPS- CEEAC ECCAS Support Programme for Peace and Security/ Programme d’appui en matière de paix et sécurité de la CEEAC
PREGESCO Capacity building project for civil society organizations in conflict prevention and management in Central Africa/ Projet de renforcement des capacités des organisations de la société civile dans la prévention et la gestion des conflits en Afrique Centrale
PSO Peace Support Operation
RECAMPE Reinforcement Of African Peace-Keeping Capacities/ Renforcement des Capacités Africaines de maintien de la paix
REPAC Central African Network of Parliamentarians/ Réseau des Parlementaires de l’Afrique centrale
SADC Southern African Development Community
SADC-CNGO Southern African Development Community Council of Non Governmental Organizations
SERACOB Service for the Reinforcement of Assistance to Grassroots Communities in Central Africa/ Service de renforcement des appuis aux communautés de base en Afrique centrale
SSR Security Sector Reform
TCI Community Integration Tax/ Taxe communautaire d’intégration
UDEAC Central African Customs Union/ Union douanière des Etats de l’Afrique centrale
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UEAC</td>
<td>Central African Economic Union/ Union économique de l’Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFDR</td>
<td>Union of the Democratic Forces for Unity/ Union des forces démocratiques pour le rassemblement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMA</td>
<td>Arab Maghreb Union/ Union du Maghreb Arabe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMAC</td>
<td>Central African Monetary Union/ Union monétaire de l’Afrique centrale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WACSOF</td>
<td>West African Civil Society Forum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Foreword

This Discussion Paper explores regional peace and security cooperation in Central Africa. It focuses on the expansion of the agenda of regional economic communities in Central Africa to include peace and security issues. Of note is the analysis of the evolution of the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) and the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC) and the formation two regional peace missions, FOMUC and MICOPAX. The paper is framed by the formation of Central Africa’s regional response to the changing global context of international peacekeeping and the emergence of “African solutions to African conflicts” as part of the new AU peace and security architecture, as well as by the threats posed by violent conflicts in the Central African Republic. Other factors include the need to address the spill-over effects of intra-state conflicts in the region, and the role of the international community, particularly France. The emergence of FOMUC and MICOPAX in the context of Central Africa’s peace and security architecture receives critical and detailed attention, providing an analysis of the role of various actors, and the new trend in regional cooperation in Africa, where regional economic communities have increasingly taken on security roles. In this regard, the discussion of FOCUC and MICOPAX is linked to the challenges confronting peace and security in Central Africa. Issues discussed include the crisis of governance leading to political instability, paradoxical poverty within resource-rich member states, low levels of intra-regional economic growth and trade, poor funding for and weak capacity of regional institutions and peace operations. Others include overlapping memberships in different regional economic communities by states in the region, the lack of commitment by leaders of member states to a constructive vision of regional cooperation, the pursuit of competing national and selfish political interests at the regional level by such leaders, problems related to the absence of a clear regional leadership, the marginal role of civil society in regional peace and security institutions, and interference by foreign powers, particularly France. The author demonstrates how and to what degree CEMAC and ECCAS have addressed these challenges, and identifies and evaluates the supporting role of the international community. The paper is, however, clear in concluding that international partners should support only more democratic and effective forms of integration that give primacy to development and human security for the people of the region. This Discussion Paper is an important resource for those scholars, policy-makers, journalists and activists interested in gaining first-hand knowledge of the peace and security challenges of Central Africa.

Cyril Obi
Senior Researcher
The Nordic Africa Institute
Abstract

This paper provides a critical appraisal of regional peace and security cooperation in Central Africa. Since gaining their independence in the 1960s, Central African states have agreed to strengthen their cooperation at the regional level. Although the initial focus was on regional economic cooperation and trade, growing crises and conflicts in the region led to security issues becoming an important element in regional agreements and activities. The paper analyses the progressive transformation of the agendas of two Central African economic communities, the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa and the Economic Community of Central African States, from purely economic matters to the inclusion of security cooperation. Particular attention is given to the crises in the Central African Republic, a major context for two regional peace missions, Force Multinationale en Centrafrique and Mission de consolidation de la Paix en République centrafricaine. It also examines Central African peace and security architecture and outlines major peace and security challenges confronting the sub-region.
Introduction

Since the late 1990s and early 2000s, two regional economic communities, the Economic and Monetary Community of Central Africa (CEMAC) and the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), have increasingly addressed peace and security issues by responding to conflicts in the region. This development can be gleaned from the formation of the Force Multinationale en Centrafrique (FOMUC), a peacekeeping mission deployed by CEMAC members in the Central African Republic (CAR) from 2002 to 2008. At the same time, ECCAS was busy establishing the Central African peace and security architecture by forming several instruments and mechanisms for conflict prevention. Since July 2008, ECCAS has taken over command of FOMUC and transformed it into the Mission de consolidation de la Paix en République centrafricaine (MICOPAX).

This paper critically appraises regional peace and security cooperation in Central Africa, particularly the regional peacekeeping missions consecutively deployed by CEMAC and ECCAS in the CAR. It posits that without moving beyond the current form and level of intergovernmental cooperation, attaining the goal of sustainable regional security will continue to be a potent challenge for the region. Solutions discussed in this context include greater commitment by member states, empowerment of supranational institutions and involvement of non-state actors in regional peace and security processes.

The paper is structured in seven sections. The introduction is followed by overview of the historical background to regional economic, and security cooperation by the two Central African communities, ECCAS and CEMAC. The third section sheds light on Central Africa’s emerging peace and security architecture, while the fourth addresses the activities of FOMUC and MICOPAX, Central Africa’s first regional peace operations and response to growing insecurity in the CAR. The section that follows examines the major peace and security challenges facing the region, while the sixth address the pros and cons of regional peacekeeping in Central Africa. In the final section, the prospects for improving Central African regional peace and security efforts are critically explored.
ECCAS and CEMAC: The New Trend Towards Regional Security Cooperation

There are three regional communities in Central Africa, each pursuing rather similar goals: strengthening economic cooperation between their member states and promoting economic development in the region. CEMAC has the longest history, being an offshoot of the Central African Customs Union UDEAC, which was established in 1966. On the other hand, ECCAS is the largest in terms of number of member states (10) and geographical coverage (6,640,600 square kilometres). The third, and smallest, regional community is the Economic Community of the Great Lakes Countries (CEPGL). CEPGL has been constrained by the conflicts that have adversely affected relations between its three member states, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Rwanda and Burundi. As a consequence, its activities have been rather limited.

Although all three communities initially had purely economic objectives, the scope of Central African regional cooperation has progressively widened to include peace and security issues. Whereas the CEPGL is still struggling with post-conflict reconstruction challenges, the members of CEMAC and ECCAS have since the late 1990s, and to a greater or lesser degree, undertaken joint initiatives for the settlement and prevention of conflicts.

ECCAS: Setting new priorities for regional cooperation

ECCAS was created in 1983. Its 10 member states are Cameroon, Gabon, CAR, Chad, Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Burundi, DRC, Angola and São Tomé and Principe. ECCAS has overlapping memberships with a number of other African regional communities. For instance, Cameroon, Gabon, CAR, Chad, Republic of the Congo and Equatorial Guinea also belong to CEMAC. Burundi and DRC are also members of CEPGL and of the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA). In addition, Burundi has joined the East African Community (EAC), while Angola and DRC are also part of the Southern African Development Community (SADC). Difficulties in managing multiple memberships in four regional communities – COMESA, EAC, CEPGL and ECCAS – were among the main reasons Rwanda, one of ECCAS’s founding members, quit the community in 2007.

ECCAS was founded as one of the pillars of the African Economic Commu-

---

1. The paper concentrates on CEMAC and ECCAS and does not include an analysis of CEPGL. This is partly due to the weak performance of the latter, still in reconstruction. The paper pays particular attention to recent regional peacekeeping initiatives in the CAR involving CEMAC and ECCAS.
Peace and Security Cooperation in Central Africa

The Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), in the context of the 1980 Lagos Plan of Action. Its original target was to prepare at the regional level for the continental economic integration of Africa and the establishment of an African Common Market by 2000. Consequently, it was directed at facilitating self-sustaining development in Central Africa “in order to achieve collective self-reliance, raise the standard of living of its peoples, increase and maintain economic stability, foster close and peaceful relations between Member States and contribute to the progress and development of the African continent.” Its founding treaty of 1983 foresees the establishment of a single regional market, including the abolition of tariff and non-tariff barriers; establishing a common external customs tariff and common trade policy towards third countries; progressive achievement of the free movement of persons, goods, services and capital; as well as harmonisation of national policies in a number of fields, such as industry, transport, energy and agriculture.

Initially, ECCAS performed very poorly. The community’s progress was largely impeded by financial and technical bottlenecks resulting from the failure of member states to pay their fees regularly and to provide sufficient resources and capacities. As a result, contacts with AEC remained undeveloped. In addition, the conflicts that affected most member states during the 1990s paralysed economic cooperation and exchange within the community. Between 1992 and 1998, the community’s activities were disrupted and the headquarters in Libreville, the Gabonese capital, remained non-operational.

At the extraordinary summit in February 1998 in Libreville, Central African heads of state announced their decision to revive ECCAS and give new impetus to their cooperation. Consequently, the community embarked on wide-ranging institutional reform and revision of its agenda. Formal contacts with AEC were re-established and the importance of ECCAS as a major economic community in Central Africa was confirmed on the continental level. The promotion of economic cooperation and development through the progressive creation of a single Central African market was retained as the central aim.

The lessons from years of conflict and crises made it clear that regional economic cooperation could not succeed without regional peace and security. As a result, ECCAS’s mandate was broadened to include the joint promotion of

2. The Lagos Plan of Action for the Economic Development of Africa, 1980-2000, backed by the OAU, was endorsed in April 1980 by several African political leaders. It aims to increase Africa’s development and self-sufficiency by promoting economic development at the regional level. The plan was built on several regional pillars. This task was given to the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), in Eastern and Southern Africa to the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) (later COMESA) and the Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) (later SADC), and in Northern Africa to the Maghreb Arab Union (UMA). ECCAS was created as the Central African pillar.

peace, security and stability in the sub-region. At the 10th heads of state summit in Malabo, Equatorial Guinea’s capital, in June 2002, the development of capacities to maintain peace, security and stability as essential prerequisites for economic and social development were listed among ECCAS’s new priorities.4

The revival of ECCAS led to the reconstruction of its institutional architecture. The conference of heads of state remains the community’s main decision-making body. It defines the policy direction of the organisation, and is assisted by the council of ministers. This council meets twice a year and makes recommendations and gives advice on the achievement of the community’s goals and objectives. The central administrative organ is the secretariat in Libreville, headed by a secretary-general, who is in charge of implementing the decisions of the conference of heads of state and the council of ministers. Although the 1983 treaty foresaw the creation of an ECCAS regional court of justice, this has not yet happened. In addition, the community’s Network of Parliamentarians (REPAC) is currently in the process of being established.

As a result of the new focus on security, several additional organs and mechanisms have been created. These include the Council for Peace and Security in Central Africa (COPAX), created in February 1999 to promote, maintain and consolidate peace and security in the area covered by ECCAS. The COPAX protocol was adopted in 2000 and its standing orders in June 2002. Article 4 of its protocol mainly defines COPAX’s objectives in the field of preventing, managing and settling conflicts; reducing tensions and preventing armed conflicts; developing confidence-building measures between member states; promoting peaceful dispute-resolution measures; and facilitating mediation efforts in crises and conflicts between member states and with third parties (ECCAS 2010).

COPAX has three key technical organs. The Commission for Defence and Security (CDS) brings together member states’ chiefs of staff and commanders-in-chief of police and gendarmerie forces. It advises the conference of heads of state on security and defence issues as well as on the organisation of any joint military operations. The Central African Early Warning System (MARAC) collects and analyses data for the early detection and prevention of conflicts and crises. The Central African Multinational Force (FOMAC) is a non-permanent peace-support operation comprising contingents from member states for regional peacekeeping and peace-support. The protocol establishing COPAX was officially ratified in January 2004 and the new organs and mechanisms have been progressively put in place. This broadening of ECCAS’s institutional structure to include defence and security institutions and mechanisms was undertaken in coordination with the African Union’s (AU) efforts to define a common peace

4. The other three priorities being developing physical, economic and monetary integration; developing a culture of human integration; and establishing an autonomous financing mechanism for ECCAS.
and security policy and set up an African peace and security architecture built on regional pillars.

**CEMAC: Regional Response to security challenges**

CEMAC is a relatively young organisation, but with old roots. It is the successor to the Central African customs union, *Union Douanière des États de l’Afrique Centrale* (UDEAC), created in 1966 by five member states to maintain the colonial-era economic ties among them. UDEAC’s initial members were Cameroon, Gabon, Chad, Republic of Congo and CAR. To achieve its objectives, UDEAC foresaw progressive harmonisation of taxes and duties and establishment of a common external tariff. It was joined in 1984 by Equatorial Guinea.

Despite early achievements and the existence of a common monetary unit, the CFA franc, UDEAC’s operational capabilities were very poor. A growing lack of commitment by member states, irregular payment of contributions and the economic crises of the 1980s led to financial shortages and hindered the proper functioning of the community and achievement of targets and objectives. Over the years, members’ interest in regional policies and activities diminished progressively and intraregional trade remained low. By the late 1980s, the regionalisation process was more or less stagnant.

The decision to reactivate regional cooperation by creating a new community on the foundations of UDEAC is in line with the “second wave of regionalisation” that swept the African continent during the 1990s. During this period, several regionalisation initiatives were revived and new ones launched. In Central Africa, the six UDEAC partners agreed in 1994 to undertake a comprehensive reform process and in 1999 CEMAC was formally established as UDEAC’s successor by the N’Djaména Treaty. The main objective of CEMAC is to monitor and promote convergence in national economic policies, coordinate sectoral policies and progressively create a single market.

The community is based on four main institutions. The monetary union, UMAC, is built on the common CFA franc, introduced into French-speaking Central African colonies in 1945 by France. UMAC defines and monitors members’ monetary policies. The economic union, UEAC, is still developing the process that is expected to lead to the eventual free movement of goods, services, capital and persons. Till now, despite a comprehensive body of legislation, the implementation of different steps towards a Central African economic union has been slower than planned. The two other main CEMAC institutions are the court of justice in N’Djaména and the parliament, which was established in Malabo in August 2010.

As with ECCAS, the main decision-making powers lie with members’ political leaders, who meet once a year in a conference of heads of state. The main function of this conference is to determine the major orientations of the com-
munity and its institutions. It also decides upon the heads of most community institutions. Member states’ ministers of financial and economic issues meet regularly in two ministerial councils to guide and monitor the advancement of UEAC and UMAC. All institutions are assisted by a community secretariat, based in Bangui, CAR’s capital. In 2007, the secretariat underwent comprehensive reform and was transformed into a commission, based on the example of the European Union (EU). The commission is led by a president and currently comprises four commissioners dealing with different policy fields: the common market; infrastructure and sustainable development; human rights and good governance; and economic and monetary policies. Commissioners are appointed by the conference of heads of state for four years, renewable for a second term.

Like ECCAS, CEMAC seeks to promote economic cooperation and development among its member states. In response to the growing insecurity and instability in the CAR, the community in 2002 decided to intervene and set up a regional peace force, FOMUC. Since ECCAS’s reform process had not been completed by the end of 2002, it decided to join the FOMUC mission as part of CEMAC, pending the full operationalisation of its own newly created security mechanisms. FOMUC was deployed to Bangui in December 2002 and remained in the CAR for almost six years. It was replaced in July 2008 by MICOPAX, when CEMAC transferred authority for the regional peace operation to ECCAS. Since July 2008, CEMAC has again concentrated on trade and economic cooperation. It appears that its resort to peace and security activities was more on an ad hoc than a sustained basis.

Central African Peace and Security Architecture
The establishment of joint regional security institutions, mechanisms and operations and the conduct of peace and security activities in Central Africa reflect a general trend in the approach to security on the African continent. This trend was mainly prompted by the growing unwillingness of the international community during the 1990s to intervene actively in international conflicts (Kurth 2005). The major reasons for this reluctance can be found in changing global interests and a new focus by the international community on developments in Asia and Eastern Europe. Moreover, in the case of Africa, the inauspicious US intervention in Somalia heightened the reluctance of Western governments to send their own ground troops to the continent for peacekeeping. An additional explanation in the case of France was the significant change in political personnel that induced comprehensive reform of France’s Africa policy (Gounin 2009).

As a consequence of this “intervention fatigue” the international community, and first and foremost the United Nations, emphasised the important role and responsibility of regional organisations in conflict management and promoted
increased burden-sharing. In this changing context, African states were urged to strengthen their conflict-resolving capacities. The new emphasis on “Africanisation” and “African ownership” initiated a so-called “African Renaissance”. The concept of “African solutions to African problems”, coined in 1998 by Thabo Mbeki, found expression in the progressive strengthening of the security role of hitherto exclusively economic communities. This development was moreover strengthened by a certain willingness of the international community to support regional security initiatives and operations financially and/or logistically, as long as they were carried out by African regional organisations.

Several African regional communities, such as the Economic Community of Western African States (ECOWAS) and SADC, had set up regional security mechanisms and launched joint operations as early as the 1990s (Obi 2010, Schleicher 2004, Schoeman and Muller 2010). Following the transformation of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) into the AU in 2002, the AU Peace and Security Council (AU-PSC) was officially created in May 2004. The PSC is the central organ in the AU’s peace and security architecture. In the declaration of the AU summit of African heads of state, “the establishment of the [PSC] marks an historic watershed in Africa’s progress towards resolving its conflicts and the building of a durable peace and security order.” The PSC is the standing decision-making organ for the prevention, management and resolution of conflicts. Its main aim is facilitating timely and efficient responses to conflicts and crises in Africa. Besides the PSC, the other pillars of the AU’s peace and security architecture are the Panel of the Wise, the Continental Early Warning System (CEWS) and a peace fund. The PSC is regionally embedded, with


7. In 1996, SADC set up the Organ on Politics, Defence and Security Cooperation (OPDS). Mainly due to disagreement among member states on its status and authority within the SADC, OPDS became operational only in 2001, with the ratification of the Protocol on Politics, Defence and Security Cooperation. In 1998, some SADC’s member states carried out joint military interventions in Lesotho and the DRC, but the status of these operations as SADC missions is much debated, as they were not supported by all SADC members.

its components supported by bodies and mechanisms in several regional communities. The Panel of the Wise, which advises the PSC and plays a conflict-prevention and peacemaking role, is composed of five persons representing the African regions. CEWS and its observation and monitoring centre (Situation Room) work in close cooperation with regional monitoring centres that collect and provide data for analysis and evaluation (Fanta 2009).

As the central peacekeeping instrument, an African Standby Force (ASF) is to conduct African peace operations on the continent. ASF will rely on five standby brigades of 3,000 to 5,000 troops each, to be set up on the regional level in Northern, Eastern, Western, Central and Southern Africa. Headquarters, planning elements and logistics are to be based in the regions.9

Regional organisations contributing to the African peace architecture are the Arab Maghreb Union (UMA), the Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD), COMESA, EAC, ECOWAS, the Inter-governmental Authority on Development (IGAD), SADC, and, for Central Africa ECCAS. Parts of ASF are also to be formed by the East Africa Standby Brigade Coordination Mechanism (EASBRICOM) and the North Africa Regional Capability (NARC), which are managed by regional economic communities.

In Central Africa, ECCAS’s efforts to set up a regional peace and security architecture largely respond to developments on the continental level. Whereas the early warning system of MARAC is one of the pillars of CEWS, FOMAC is intended to contribute to the ASF. A memorandum of understanding has been adopted between representatives of the AU and ECCAS, as well as of the other regional communities and organs contributing to the African peace and security architecture.10 Progress with these regional contributions to African peace and security architecture differs greatly across the continent.

In Central Africa, MARAC has been progressively put in place in recent years. Especially since 2007, major capacity-building efforts have been made, notably with the support of the EU. The EU-ECCAS Support Programme for Peace and Security in Central Africa (PAPS) has been assisting the community to fully develop its capacity to provide regional peace and security. To facilitate MARAC’s operations and implementation of operational guidelines elaborated by the ECCAS secretariat, regular workshops have been organised in the EC-CAS member states. Examples include those held in September 2007 in Libre-

ville (Gabon) and in December 2007 in Kinshasa (DRC). Since May 2008, MARAC has carried out regular early warning and conflict analyses. Data collection is organised by an observation centre in Libreville and decentralised bureaux in member states, of which five have already been created (ECCAS 2010).

A persistent problem is the mechanism’s weak analytical capacities. This needs to be addressed to ensure that member states can effectively contribute to monitoring the crises, conflicts and conflict risks within the region. The challenges to the efficiency of the mechanism include the joint elaboration of the indicators to enable early detection of potential threats, as well as the need to find a common language and understanding and to determine observation priorities to guide monitoring activities. Also crucial is the need to guarantee the smooth transfer of data and efficient cooperation between the different elements and levels of MARAC. In other words, the efficiency and speed of the processes to detect risks and respond to threats need to be ensured. Thus, the distribution of responsibilities among actors and centres on the local, national, regional and continental levels must be strengthened. As the function of MARAC is limited to detecting threats and issuing warnings, much apparently depends on the willingness of the states to heed these alerts and react appropriately.

The establishment of the Central African brigade as part of the ASF is under way. According to the standing order of 2002, FOMAC is a “force composed of national inter-service, police and gendarmerie contingents and of civil modules from Member States of the ECCAS, with a view to carrying our peace, security and humanitarian assistance missions.”11 Over the years, several multinational military exercises have been carried out with a view to building and institutionalising the Central African force. In June 2010, a major exercise, “Kwanza 2010”, took place in Angola. Involving 3,700 troops from Central African national armies, police and gendarmerie, civilian components and Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), it included air, sea and ground operations (ECCAS 2010). According to ECCAS Secretary-General Louis Sylvain-Goma, while the exercise showed that 75 per cent of objectives had been achieved,12 the constitution of the force depends above all on the political will and commitment of member states. The establishment of FOMAC and the regional brigade has been seriously affected by financial and logistical difficulties and lack of capacities. An additional problem is the still underdeveloped civil component of the force. Although FOMAC’s standing orders include a “civilian module” alongside the military and police component, the involvement of or cooperation with civilians

remain weak. The primary role of the civil element in a mission is to carry out all administrative tasks and to prepare for monitoring elections.

Article 3 of the mission’s mandate also includes activities in the political, judicial and penal fields as well as for the protection of human rights and issues related to children, gender and the fight against HIV/AIDS.\(^{13}\) Strengthening FOMAC’s civilian module and including civil actors in MICOPAX requires the selection of appropriate personnel and their training. Here, developments have been rather slow. However, progress has so far been made in creating the post of special representative who, in terms of article 5 of MICOPAX’s mandate, acts as a link between the mission and local reality, and ensures the relationship between troops and the population.

**FOMUC and MICOPAX: Central Africa’s first regional peace missions**

FOMUC was the first initiative by Central African states to carry out a joint peace mission in a member state. The major reason for the CEMAC states’ decision of October 2002 to carry out such a mission was the ever worsening security situation in the CAR.

Slightly larger than France, but with a population of just 4.5 million and located right in the centre of the African continent, CAR is one of the poorest countries in the world. A former French colony, its postcolonial history has often been described as turbulent, or even ludicrous ("ubuesque") and “chaotic” (Ballengie and de la Grange 2001). Harelimana even considers the country’s fragility, particularly critical for state institutions and the political process, as one of its main characteristics (Harelimana 2008). Indeed, the first three decades after independence in 1960 saw a succession of relatively long-lived regimes, including an empire, all of which were violently overthrown.\(^{14}\) Since the 1990s, the political situation has remained particularly precarious, with a series of attempted and successful coups d’état. France continued to have considerable influence on CAR’s politics as well as on the security situation and stability. For Paris, CAR occupied a geostrategic position in Africa even after 1960: with the retention of the two permanent military bases of Bouar and Camp Béal, it remained the “hub” of France’s military presence on the continent (Faes and Smith 2000).

---


French influence was, moreover, apparent in its involvement in the CAR’s domestic politics and in the country’s political and regime changes. Without doubt, the most striking example of intervention was “Operation Barracuda,” in 1979, described by French diplomat Jacques Foccart as “France’s last colonial expedition” (Glaser and Smith 2006). Organised by the French secret service and conducted by Special Forces, the operation aimed to topple Emperor Bokassa and bring David Dacko to power as his successor. Even when France’s role in the putsch became public, the violation of the CAR’s sovereignty rights was not discussed (Jean 2008). For the Central African political elites, the continued influence of the former colonial power presented a welcome opportunity to gain access to extraordinary financial and military support and, at the same time, to bolster their weak legitimacy (Binoua 2005). The changes in external support and decrease in French backing revealed both the weakness of the CAR’s political system and the fragility and vulnerability of the country’s social and political order.

The progressive withdrawal of France and reduction of its activities and military presence in the CAR in the mid-1990s was in line with the general reorientation of France’s Africa policy, especially under the government of Lionel Jospin, elected in 1997 (Marchesin 1998, Gounin 2009). The main change was a gradual reduction of French troops and the closing in 1997 of the two military bases in CAR. In 1998, the French government launched the capacity-building programme *Renforcement des Capacités Africaines de Maintien de la Paix* (RE-CAMP), as a middle way between “intervention” and “indifference.”

In April, May and November 1996, CAR was shaken by a series of army mutinies, mainly triggered by grievances over non-payment of salary arrears and ethnic favouritism. This situation was further compounded by the activities of several rebel militia groups seeking to topple the government. The crisis could only be settled with external support, with France once again playing a central role. Since 1997, several multinational peace operations have been deployed to the CAR in response to the volatile security situation and the inability of CAR’s then-president, Ange-Felix Patassé, to deal with the growing risk of civil war.

The first intervention was the *Mission Inter-Africaine de Surveillance des Accords de Bangui* (MISAB), set up by a mediation committee comprising heads of state from Gabon, Burkina Faso, Mali and Chad. The mission’s task was to...
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restore calm after the mutinies, supervise the disarmament of rebels and militias and to monitor the implementation of a peace agreement between the government and rebels. MISAB was composed of a total of 800 troops from Burkina Faso, Chad, Gabon, Mali, Senegal and Togo and under Gabonese command. Financial and logistical support was provided by France under the RECAMP programme. In addition, the mission was backed by resolution 1136 (1997) of the UN Security Council and chapter VII of the UN Charter.

In January 1998, France’s decision to cut support to MISAB in line with its efforts to reduce its military presence in the CAR led to calls for a review of the mission. Under pressure from France, the Security Council decided in March 1998 by resolution 1159 (1998) to replace the inter-African mission with a UN operation, the *Mission des Nations Unies en République centrafricaine* (MINURCA). The decision was intended to prevent the creation of a vacuum by the withdrawal of international troops in the CAR in advance of parliamentary and presidential elections scheduled for late 1998 and October 1999. MINURCA deployed to Bangui in April 1998 and comprised 1,350 troops. Besides monitoring the elections, MINURCA’s mandate was to consolidate security, stability and free movement in and around the capital, control and supervise disarmament and reform and strengthen national police forces. After four extensions of its initial three-month mandate, the operation ended in February 2000.

**FOMUC and MICOPAX: Two Central African peace missions**

Security and stability remained volatile in the CAR after the withdrawal of the two international operations. Only with the support of external forces did President Patassé avert several attempted coups d’état. In May 2001 and October 2002, Libya sent troops to the CAR under the umbrella of CEN-SAD. During 2002, Patassé received additional support from Congolese rebel leader Jean-Pierre Bemba (Mehler 2001). Bemba’s troops, the *Mouvement pour la Libération du Congo* (MLC), however, committed serious human rights violations that increased the insecurity (Mehler 2008).

In October 2002, CEMAC heads of state announced the deployment of a joint peace operation to the CAR. FOMUC was composed of 380 troops, who were initially based in Bangui. During the first four months of its deployment in December 2002, FOMUC was mandated to protect President Patassé’s government against further coups and rebellions and secure the capital and its airport. However, its size largely limited the mission’s ability to act. When former armed forces Chief of Staff François Bozizé again tried in March 2003 to seize power in Bangui, FOMUC could not prevent the toppling of the president. Bozizé’s violent coming to power necessitated complete revision of FOMUC’s mandate.

The mission’s core responsibility remained restoration and consolidation of peace, security and stability in CAR. In addition, FOMUC was largely involved
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in monitoring the transition and reconciliation process launched by Bozizé. It also assisted in the preparations for elections in May 2005. The initial focus on the capital was progressively widened. In summer 2006, two units of 80 troops each were dispatched to the cities of Bria in the northeast and Bozoum in the northwest when military activities by armed rebel movements intensified in the surrounding provinces. An additional contingent of 119 Cameroonian soldiers was dispatched in March 2008 to Paoua, close to the border with Cameroon. By the end of the mission in July 2008, the task force’s total capacity was 500 troops (African Union 2008). However, between 2002 and 2004, major financial, logistical and technical support was provided by France. Since 2004, with the creation of the African Peace Facility Programme, large parts of FOMUC’s budget have been covered by the EU, whereas logistical and military assistance still mainly came from France. In contrast, CEMAC’s financial contribution to the operation was marginal.17

In October 2007, the Central African heads of state agreed to transfer supervisory authority of their joint peace mission in the CAR from CEMAC to ECCAS. By then, the process of setting up ECCAS’s peace and security architecture had progressed. The transfer of authority mirrored the Central African states’ commitment to coordinate the responsibilities of the two regional communities CEMAC and ECCAS, and to increasingly focus ECCAS on security issues.

The budget of MICOPAX, which took over from FOMUC in July 2008, is still mainly covered by the European Commission (EC). For 2009, the EC granted funding of € 14.6 million for troop allowances and general maintenance.18 A further € 9.5 million was provided bilaterally by France in 2009. Of the budget, 20 per cent is supposed to be provided at the community level.

Compared to FOMUC, the new mission has more personnel. In 2010, 527 troops were contributed primarily by Cameroon, Gabon, Chad and the DRC. In contrast to FOMUC, MICOPAX’s mandate also foresees inclusion of a police and a civil element. Whereas 146 policemen and 21 military police have already joined the operation, the civil component is still being assembled and has not been fully deployed.19

With the transfer of functions from FOMUC to MICOPAX, the mission’s responsibilities have been significantly broadened. According to its mandate of 12 July 2008, MICOPAX’s mission rests on four pillars. MICOPAX is to assist the CAR government in institutional restructuring, reforming the security sector and in implementing a programme for disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration of ex-combatants (DDR). Moreover, the mission is to help establish and maintain the rule of law and public order and security in the country, and ensure the security of UN staff and the civil population.

As a second objective, MICOPAX is to support the post-conflict political transition in the CAR, notably through the promotion of democratic principles and by supporting the reconciliation and dialogue initiated by the CAR government. MICOPAX is, moreover, to assist with in the preparations for and holding of municipal, parliamentary and presidential elections in 2011.

A third pillar is the mission’s responsibility to promote and monitor respect for human rights in the CAR, and a fourth is the coordination of humanitarian aid and participation in the fight against pandemics and endemic diseases, such as AIDS/HIV. MICOPAX’s mandate, running from 12 July 2008 and ending by 2013, is to be renewed every six months. It is split into two periods. The first 12 months have been considered a transitional phase, mainly focused on the smooth transfer of authority from CEMAC and ECCAS and on resolving all judicial, financial, logistical and administrative questions. After July 2009, MICOPAX was supposed to fully implement its mandate as a consolidation force.

Major Security Challenges in Central Africa

In Central Africa, the so-called “resource curse” thesis is particularly evident (Auty 1993). Although Central Africa is one of Africa’s most resource-endowed regions, it is paradoxically made up of the poorest and least-developed countries on the continent. Well endowed with gold, diamonds and uranium, the CAR, for instance, is listed on the penultimate rank of the United Nations Development Programme’s Human Development Index (UNDP HDI), with a life expectancy of around 40 to 45 years, 34 per cent of the population having no access to clean water and almost two-thirds of the population living on less than US$ 1.25 a day (UNDP 2009). Whereas the country’s poverty can in part be related to the non-exploitation of large parts of its mineral wealth due to the government’s limited capacities and fragmented territorial control, a major problem lies in the inefficient use of available resources, the mismanagement of public funds and political and institutional weakness. In this regard, it remains more than questionable whether the recent agreements between the government and the French company AREVA regarding the exploitation of uranium in Bakouma province by 2014–15 will bring any improvements to the republic’s socio-economic situation.

Central Africa’s significant wealth in minerals, oil and timber, together with government failure to access and effectively manage resources, represents a substantial conflict factor. Weak, limited or nonexistent state control over mines and resources makes these resources a potential income source for criminal groups and rebel movements. At the same time, widespread frustration at the state’s inability to address basic, social and economic needs, improve well-being and ensure security gives rise to loss of confidence in the public sector and is a key factor in the growing alienation, anger and tensions within a society. In the CAR, the roots of the current insecurity in large parts of the country, especially in the northeast and northwest, can to an extent be traced to the severe political and socioeconomic crisis at the end of the 1990s, when general discontent over growing poverty and the non-payment of salary arrears to civil servants and soldiers culminated in civil unrest and army mutinies.

Among the 10 ECCAS member states, only a few have escaped serious internal crisis and violent conflict during the last two decades. The porosity of national borders, the uncontrolled movement of combatants and armed groups across borders and between different zones of conflict and the proliferation of illegal arms and weapons increase the risk of spill-over from conflicts in neighbouring states. For Debos, this risk is magnified in the case of Chad, Sudan, Uganda and the CAR in particular by the willingness of combatants to readily shift allegiances between conflict parties and rebel movements (Debos 2008).

Apart from the risk of the regionalisation of conflicts and crises, the presence
of armed groups is also a direct source of insecurity among the population. In the border provinces of the CAR, the high level of violence by gangs that attack local people and villages, burn down houses, kidnap children for ransom, poach wildlife and rustle cattle has led to the displacement of almost 200,000 Central Africans within the country and a further 150,000 to neighbouring countries, especially Chad (UNHCR 2010).

Finally, an overarching security challenge lies in the internal political instability of Central African states. Weak political legitimacy leading to fragile social cohesion threatens the stability of political structures and challenges the capabilities of state institutions. This strengthens centrifugal tendencies, while reducing the reach of governments essentially to capitals and their immediate vicinity. Moreover, in post-conflict settings, the difficulty of reaching arrangements and agreements between former conflicting parties impedes the peace process, while the limited willingness of political actors to compromise and build consensus also challenges the “relative” stability in other states. In the CAR, the Inclusive Political Dialogue, launched to foster national reconciliation and settle the year-long crisis, is mainly marked by the political elite’s reluctance to share power with the opposition and former opponents and to undertake substantial political reforms.
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The progressive implementation of peace and security instruments and mechanisms within ECCAS and transfer of authority over the multinational mission have further advanced development of ECCAS from purely economic community to regional framework for security cooperation. In evaluating the global role of regional organisations in conflict management, UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon recognised their “growing contribution” to conflict prevention, peacemaking, peacekeeping and peacebuilding. He emphasised that these organisations are “well positioned to understand the root causes of many conflicts and other security challenges close to home and to influence their prevention or resolution, owing to their knowledge of the region.”

This statement is in line with the vision stressed by the UN Security Council. In July 2004, Council members underlined the advantages of interventions by regional organisations to enhance peace and security compared to those conducted by the UN. Geographical proximity is likely to result in greater understanding of the threats facing states in the same region and mutual willingness to confront them. Also, in view of the transnational dimension of many conflicts, countries have a shared interest in supporting their neighbours’ stability and security. Members of a regional community are also said to share a “homogeneous socio-cultural vision,” while personal relations among political leaders are considered conducive to “fruitful dialogue based on personal trust” (Tavares and Schulz 2006). Finally, regional organisations are considered less bureaucratic and therefore better able to set up a joint mission and to act on the ground promptly, unlike the ponderous decision-making processes of organisations like the UN, which often impede flexible reactions.

Some of the foregoing arguments can to an extent be applied to the case of Central Africa. Without doubt, the agreement in October 2002 by CEMAC states to set up a joint peace mission in Bangui was taken promptly and the progressive deployment of troops began only a few months later. This prompt reaction can certainly also be related to the fact that, except for Gabon, all the countries providing troops to the FOMUC mission between 2002 and 2008 share common borders with the CAR. This fact may have made them more sensitive to the security problems of their neighbour and more concerned about minimising the prospect of escalation and the spill-over of conflict into their own territories.

Critical Constraints in Regional Peace and Security in Central Africa

Funding and insufficient capacities

A major problem facing FOMUC and MICOPAX was the insufficiency of their funding and capacities. During the first months of deployment, FOMUC had only 380 troops, significantly less than the 1,500 combatants supporting Bozizé’s coup d’état. FOMUC’s strength had increased progressively to 500 armed personnel by July 2008, when it was replaced by MICOPAX. However, the latter’s current 527 military personnel may also be insufficient to fulfil the mission’s mandate, given the strength of rebel movements in the CAR. The two groups, Union des forces démocratiques pour le rassemblement (UFDR) and Armée populaire pour la restauration de la République et de la démocratie (APRD), are reported to have about 1,000 fighters. Other movements are believed to be operating in the area, such as the Ugandan Lord’s Resistance Army, which is estimated to have about 600–700 combatants in the CAR. The Forces démocratiques populaires de Centrafrique (FDPC) is smaller, but is well-equipped and well-armed (Spittaels and Hilgers 2009).

The CAR’s national force, Forces armées centrafricaines (FACA), that is supposed to cooperate with the multinational troops, has a relatively small army component as well. Of the 5,000 people on strength, 1,500 are currently operational, the rest being members of the presidential guard (around 1,000 mainly Chadian combatants), military engineers, firefighters and support staff, as well as about 700 inactive, mostly retired soldiers. The strike capacity of FACA troops is further limited by major shortcomings in resources, equipment and training. Moreover, there are frequent problems related to low or late payment (Spittaels and Hilgers 2009).

This weakness in personnel is matched by a lack of resources. Both CEMAC and ECCAS regularly experience severe financial bottlenecks that seriously impede their proper functioning. During FOMUC’s deployment, CEMAC had significant financial shortfalls, primarily due to irregular payment of contributions by member states. An assessment undertaken in 2006 revealed that the community’s budget could cover the costs of the CEMAC secretariat in Bangui (ECDPM and PMC 2006), but was insufficient for the implementation of community policies and activities. Parts of CEMAC’s budget are supposed to be covered by the Taxe Communautaire d’Intégration (TCI), specially created to avoid gridlocks similar to those encountered by UDEAC. It is levied by members on imports from outside the CEMAC area and considered a self-financing mechanism for the community. However, the transfer of TCI earnings to the community is often only partial or delayed. In 2002 and 2004, only 19 per cent and 37 per cent respectively of the tax earnings were provided by member states.
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to CEMAC (ECDPM and PMC 2006). This incapacity to cover its budget significantly weakens the effectiveness and performance of the community.

As a result, the FOMUC mission’s budget has been covered almost entirely by external donors, primarily by France and after 2004 mainly by the EU and France. Between 2004 and 2008, the EU contributed € 23.4 million to FOMUC’s budget, while throughout the mission’s deployment, France provided much of the material support as well as contributing to the mission’s budget. In contrast, financial contributions by CEMAC member states were marginal. The mission therefore depended completely on external funds (Meyer 2006).

In the case of ECCAS, the situation is similar. The community’s regular budget, at about US$ 18 million, is small compared to other African regional communities: ECOWAS’s budget is US$ 121 million and SADC’s about US$ 45 million (Fanta 2009). Within MICOPAX’s budget, international contributions are again significant. In contrast to FOMUC, ECCAS is supposed to provide 20 per cent of the operation’s budget, but so far the real contributions by member states have been lower.

This high dependency on external funds is a critical challenge to the idea of African ownership in the case of Central Africa. (Esmenjaud 2009). On one hand, reliance by regional operations on external financial support makes them heavily dependent on budgetary allocations from donor countries and very vulnerable to changes in donor policies. They are thus dependent on the goodwill and continuing commitment of the international community. On the other hand, the central role of external funds within these operations’ budgets opens the door to domination by foreign interests. As observed by Cedric de Coning, at the continental level (also in Central Africa states) countries and regional organisations have to comply with the demands and preferences of their “benefactors”: “[D]onors can determine the duration of a mission, and can influence a mission’s mandate by placing terms and conditions on continued funding, or by withdrawing funding” (de Coning 2002) if they no longer agree with the scope of the mission.

In this regard, the termination in December 2010 of the international MINURCAT peace operation in the border zone between Chad and CAR has


25. The concept of African ownership is often used together with the idea of “Africanisation” of conflicts. Whereas the latter refers to the “growing implication of African organisations in conflict management”, the idea of “African ownership” is defined as de facto political control over this issue, which requires Africans to exert control over both the ordering of priorities (i.e. the agenda) and the decision-making processes in their institutions. The fulfilment of African ownership is therefore often considered as the precondition for bringing “real African empowerment.” See Esmenjaud 2009.
confronted the region with the question of how to fill the security vacuum. Strengthening MICOPAX by increasing troop numbers and widening their deployment to the CAR’s border provinces is only possible if supported by international donors. The high level of external dependency not only raises the question of whose interests FOMUC and MICOPAX serve, but also how effective such organisations can be in pursuing the objectives of regional peace and security. It also seems to contradict and be inconsistent with the principles of self-sufficiency, self-reliance and autonomy envisaged by the Lagos Plan of Action as a framework for guiding the regionalisation process in Africa.

Problematic conception of Central Africa as a region
A further, and region-specific challenge to regional peace and security approaches in Central Africa is the difficulty of defining, delimitating and conceiving of Central Africa as a region. First, there is the coexistence of two differently delimited regional communities, with overlapping memberships. Whereas CEMAC comprises only states in the central part of the continent, ECCAS’s membership is based on a wider definition, including countries that are part of Southern and Eastern African regional communities, such as Angola, DRC and Burundi. Cameroon, Gabon, CAR, Chad, Republic of the Congo and Equatorial Guinea belong to both CEMAC and ECCAS. As noted above, some states have overlapping memberships in COMESA, EAC, SADC and CEPGL.

This issue is further complicated by the question of the origin of both communities. CEMAC, as we have seen, is the successor to the UDEAC customs union, set up on the basis of the colonially created Federation of French Equatorial Africa (AEF). France’s interest in establishing AEF was to ease administration and facilitate economic exchange between its Central African colonies by establishing an institutional framework. Promoting economic cooperation also guided the newly independent states when they agreed to maintain some of these structures and set up a customs union. AEF certainly had an important impact and influence on the future composition of Central Africa as a region and can be seen as one of the principal foundations of CEMAC. However, this external element in CEMAC’s history makes it difficult to assume a strong regional consciousness and identity.

The idea behind ECCAS has been overcoming global marginalisation and jointly promoting economic, social and cultural development throughout the continent. Although, it is possible to consider ECCAS as more African-driven than CEMAC, the external influences behind the community’s creation are worth noting. Indeed, its creation was very much in response to objectives set by the OAU, not ones primarily agreed at the regional level. A further problem with ECCAS is that it encompasses culturally, socially, economically and politically disparate states: Chad in the Sahel, the Great Lakes countries Burundi and the
DRC, and Southern African Angola. This heterogeneity is compounded by the different historic and linguistic backgrounds of the members, which are former British, French, Spanish as well as Portuguese colonies.

Lack of clear regional leader

In Central Africa, weak regional coherence is further magnified by the absence of a clear regional leader (Awoumou 2008). Unlike in most other regional communities in Africa there is no clear hegemon to promote the interests of the entire region at the internal or the international level, no Nigeria as in West Africa, no South Africa in Southern Africa or Egypt in North Africa. In the case of CEMAC, this role has often been assigned to Cameroon and Gabon as twin leaders (Stevens et al. 2008). In the case of Cameroon, this has been on the basis of its demographic weight and its relative political stability. However, until recently, Cameroon has had only weak aspirations to play a more central role within the region. Gabon is in size and population small but has economic weight as an oil producer, which has made the country a major pole for migration. Its claim to regional leadership mainly rests on late President Omar Bongo’s frequent interventions as peacemaker and mediator in conflicts. However, prospects of co-leadership by these two countries have been undermined by the animosities between their presidents. For years, Paul Biya and Omar Bongo avoided each other and never attended the same regional meetings, thereby complicating regional decision-making. Whereas Ali Bongo does not share his father’s aspirations to regional leadership, some scope exists for Cameroon to play a more prominent position, at least at the economic level.

Other countries, such as Equatorial Guinea and Chad, have both made claims to regional leadership. Chad’s aspiration is often explained by its rise as an oil producer and exporter from 2003. It is reported that “Idriss Déby is setting himself up as the ‘boss’ of Central Africa. He already has the military power and with the oil he’s now got the economic power” (Eriksson and Hagströmer 2005).

Ten times smaller than Gabon and with a population of slightly more than 600,000, Equatorial Guinea justifies its claims to leadership on the basis of its strategic position in the Gulf of Guinea, as well as its new economic status as oil-producing country. To lend these demands more weight, President Obiang Nguema has recently promoted the idea of substantial reform of CEMAC by arguing for greater equity in assigning positions and the principle of rotating among member states the chairs of the main community institutions such as the Bank of Central African States or the Central African States Development

26. Statement made by a high-ranking official from one of the six CEMAC countries, cited in Eriksson and Hagströmer 2005: 36.
Bank. The notion of the smallest member of CEMAC and ECCAS being the engine of regional cooperation may seem questionable to the region’s heavyweights, such as the DRC or Angola.

Analogous to the twin leadership of Cameroon and Gabon within CEMAC, some observers see Kinshasa-Luanda-Yaoundé as the leading axis in ECCAS. The DRC, indeed, has repeatedly claimed the role of regional power. As far back as 1968, for instance, then Zaire took advantage of a disagreement among the UDEAC members to convince Chad and the CAR to quit the community and jointly form the United States of Central Africa. Although this enterprise failed when the CAR and Chad withdrew from the new union, it nevertheless indicates Kinshasa’s early aspirations to regional leadership. Today, however, its credibility as a Central African power largely depends on its capacity to settle the crisis on its territory and to promote economic and social development. It remains, moreover, questionable whether Central African states would favour regional leadership by the DRC.

Angola’s role as leading nation is constrained largely by the effects of prolonged civil war and the heavy demands of post-conflict reconstruction. Although the country’s economic potential, based on oil and diamonds, would certainly qualify it for regional leadership, its position is significantly weakened by the domestic challenges of social and economic reconstruction, the presence of internally displaced people and the reintegration of former combatants. Moreover, Luanda maintains important ties with SADC, a more dynamic regional economic community.

The lack of a clear regional leader is further complicated by foreign intervention in Central Africa. France, in particular, may fear losing sway in what is often called its “backyard” (“pré carré”) (Tull 2005; Touati 2007) with the appearance of a regional leader, especially if this were a non-Francophone country.

Dynamics of individual interests
In view of its problematic conception as a region and the absence of a clear regional leader, Central Africa is prone to the intrusion of individual interests. In fact, over the years, Central African regional cooperation has largely been pervaded by the political or economic interests of ruling elites, which have significantly guided decisions, activities and also regional security missions. As a result, regional peace and security cooperation is increasingly overshadowed by the interplay of political interests within the communities and the influence these interests exert on community tasks and policies (Meyer 2010).

The analysis of FOMUC and MICOPAX underscores how Central African political actors’ interests have influenced or even undermined peace operations. Parallels can be readily drawn between these operations’ mandates and
the specific concerns of political leaders to consolidate their eroded power and sovereignty. FOMUC’s initial mission was to protect President Patassé against his opponents. In 2003, after Bozizé’s successful coup, the redefinition of the mandate very much met the new regime’s interests. The mission thenceforth fought rebel movements and criminals in the north, northeast and northwest of the country seeking to undermine Bozizé’s authority.

The question can thus be raised as to how much regional interventions really meet the security needs of the population. Although actions to suppress non-state criminal actors led to some reduction of the violence against the local population, the social, economic and political needs of the people were not directly and sufficiently considered and addressed.

This dominance of political interests is a great challenge to major peacekeeping efforts. The Inclusive Political Dialogue between the main belligerents in the CAR in December 2008 is a recent example. These talks were a broadly welcomed development and widely supported and backed by MICOPAX. They brought together representatives of government and the main rebel movements, and were joined by opposition parties and civil society. However, the promising results of this initiative were seriously compromised by the clash of individual interests and, once again, the predominance of the regime’s interests over national ones. Indeed, according to the International Crisis Group (ICG) in January 2010, implementation of major concessions reached during the talks has been largely thwarted by the uncompromising positions of the main parties, notably the government’s attempt to use the Dialogue to advance its own power.

As a result, despite modest “laudable efforts” to carry out reform, there was no significant progress in 2009 towards stability and security. On the contrary, the gap between rhetoric and reality has remained wide. Especially the government has been increasingly reluctant to put into practice exactly what was agreed. In January 2009, Bozizé dissolved the old government as recommended, but instead of creating a consensus government, reappointed Faustin-Archange Touadéra as prime minister. This “new” government included 10 of the previous ministers, including Bozizé as defence minister. Representatives of the rebel movements, opposition parties and civil society were given only very symbolic positions. In view of this and government’s reluctance to launch further governance reforms, rebel leaders also proved unwilling to follow through with their

27. The Inclusive Political Dialogue took place from December 8-20, 2008 in Bangui. The almost 200 participants included representatives of the presidential majority in the national assembly, opposition and non-aligned parties, the civil service and of civil society, as well as members from APRD, UFDR, MLCJ (Mouvement des Libérateurs Centrafricains pour la Justice/Movement of Central African Liberators for Justice) and UFR (Union des Forces Républicaines/Union of Republican Forces).

concessions. According to the ICG assessment, a major interest of the president in holding the Dialogue was to prove his goodwill and political openness to the international donor community and thereby “boost his credibility as a statesman” (ICG 2010: 3). It remains, however, questionable that the country’s security has been improved in a sustainable and stable manner.

Other governments have also attempted to use CEMAC and ECCAS for their own political interests. Chad’s contribution to the FOMUC mission may indeed appear rather dubious in view of the very strained relations between President Patassé and his Chadian counterpart, Idriss Déby, during 2002. Both leaders accused each other of backing rebel movements in their respective countries. Serious doubts are raised about the neutrality and impartiality of FOMUC by the reported support in arms and troops – the so-called Libérateurs – that François Bozizé received from the Chadian government in the coup that toppled Patassé in 2003 (ICG 2007).

According to ICG, an even larger collaboration among CEMAC states lay behind Bozizé’s coup, with logistical, financial or at least political support coming from the DRC, Republic of the Congo and Gabon, as well as Chad. FOMUC troops would have received clear orders not to intervene against Bozizé, which largely explains their inactivity during the putsch. Patassé had supported Jean-Pierre Bemba’s rebellion in DRC, so the end of his regime put more pressure on Bemba to accept the DRC government’s power-sharing agreements (Stevens et al. 2008: 170).

The quests for regional leadership outlined earlier can also be understood as being strongly influenced and guided by political actors’ individual interests and not necessarily those of the community. According to Eriksson and Hagströmer, Déby’s regional ambitions, for instance, correlated with his efforts to protect the oilfields on Chadian territory from any force that might endanger his control of them. Déby reportedly played a key role in several military coups, such as those in the Republic of the Congo (1997), DRC (1998) and in CAR (2002, 2003). Although the Chadian president always denied these accusations, the regime changes in these countries very much served to consolidate his control over oil revenues and in the assertion of his power over Chad.

In sum, the central problem for Central African regionalisation and peace and security cooperation in particular is the lack of commitment by states and their leaders to promoting a common long-term vision. In principle, Central African states favour regional cooperation because of the mutual economic and political advantages it is supposed to provide (Stevens et al. 2008). However, in view of their own weakness and limited resources, governments tend to support

29. The report refers to an interview with a high-ranking officer, who explained that only the Congolese contingent did not receive these orders in time. Therefore, it was the only FOMUC contingent to intervene against Bozizé’s movement. (ICG 2007:16 (footnote 81).
those joint activities that bring direct and short-term benefits for them. Regional initiatives and instruments thus fall easy prey to political manipulation often not in line with the objectives of the community or other members.

Consequently, CEMAC’s and ECCAS’s regional peace and security initiatives seem to privilege short-term actions that largely focus on protecting political regimes and facilitating external hegemonic designs by reacting to military threats, such as rebellions or coups d’état, or settling armed conflicts between or within member states. A long-term approach towards self-sustaining security that also considers the needs and human security concerns of Central African peoples seems to be plagued by a host of problems, not least the commitment of the region’s political leaders. This shortcoming is likely to hamper growth and development throughout the region, while fostering conditions conducive to continued insecurity and instability.
Prospects for Enhanced Regional Peace and Security Cooperation in Central Africa

The problem of intergovernmental cooperation

From the beginning, regional cooperation in Central Africa has followed an intergovernmental approach. CEMAC and ECCAS are organised along intergovernmental lines, as was UDEAC before them. They are primarily focused on promoting cooperation, agreement and understanding between member states, who are the prime actors and whose direct representatives at the regional level have the main decision-making power. So far, the transfer of sovereignty from the states to the regional level has been insignificant. Consequently, in both instances the main regional institutions – the secretariats, CEMAC’s court of justice and the parliaments – are weak. They have mainly advisory functions and support and implement decisions by the heads of state. The problem with this form of institutional organisation is that it has marginal potential for responding to the above insecurity concerns in Central Africa and contributing to state stability.

As wars, in general, most often occur within proximate states, increased cooperation and establishing common institutions and agreements can contribute to preventing interstate friction and crises. According to classical regionalisation theories, notably those prevailing during the Cold War, regional state alliances as instrumental to fostering international peace and security.\(^{30}\)

In the case of Central Africa, however, the risk of conflicts between states is largely outweighed by rising insecurity within states. Hence, the main thrust of regional cooperation to improve security should not lie in reducing the risk of international conflicts between member states. More important is that cooperation which contributes to better addressing factors that challenge and undermine transnational security and stability. If regional cooperation is to contribute to regional peace and security in Central Africa, this is unlikely to be through its potential to attenuate and regulate the military and political power of states. Much more important is the capacity to transcend the weakness of states as security providers and in meeting the human security needs of citizens. This, however, speaks in favour of further deepening regional cooperation in Central Africa and especially giving greater emphasis to a more supranational people-

The security relevance of supranational integration

The concept of regional integration extends beyond the idea of intergovernmental cooperation, beyond alliances between sovereign actors and reduction of cooperation to agreements and conventions. The more and deeper integration is pursued, the more it leads to limitation of state sovereignty or – more precisely – a different way of exercising sovereignty in common.31

Especially the European integration process has attracted much theoretical interest and largely placed in question the relevance of more classical Cold-War influenced theories (Giering 1997, De Lombaerde and Van Langenhove 2007). As with intergovernmental cooperation, supranational integration is also a favourable foundation for consolidating peace among concerned states. As the case of Europe shows, concerted policy-making and common policies in ever more sectors increases interdependence and limits the scope for interstate conflicts.

Moreover, integration has significant potential for promoting security and stability within states. This is especially true when security is defined more comprehensively, going beyond purely military aspects to include the often non-military roots of conflicts and crises. As many sociopolitical, economic or environmental threats are large scale, transnational or ubiquitous, they require solutions beyond a purely national scope. Indeed, single-state approaches often prove insufficient, inefficient or not far-reaching enough.

Similarly, regional integration can strengthen weak state legitimacy. As the CAR case shows, a major breeding ground for Central African crises and instability is, in part, the loss of public confidence in the state as security provider. When the state and ruling elites fail to satisfy the population’s security requirements and basic needs, state authorities widely lose their credibility. If, on the other hand, joint policies and activities at the regional level result in solving issues not properly addressed on the national level, this successful delivery of policies and services can build a new basis for legitimacy (Meyer 2008).

Realising this potential is, however, linked to several conditions. In particular, it requires empowerment of inclusive national democratic institutions and processes, supranational structures and institutional mechanisms and an increase in their competences. Without sufficient power to control and coordinate their members, regional institutions will have little ability to increase accountability, transparency and efficiency. As long as member accountability

remains limited, regional institutions will not be able to monitor and control effective implementation of regional policies and to reduce the scope for political leaders to prioritise individual over collective interests. They also remain helpless against mismanagement and corruption.

Another central element is stronger involvement by non-state actors in the regionalisation process. In particular, participation by civil society actors can counterbalance the state-centric and interest-driven approach characteristic of intergovernmental cooperation. This is indeed essential for increasing the emphasis on human security needs.

**Strengthening the supranational level**

Although the institutional architecture of CEMAC and ECCAS has formally been widened to include a parliament and court of justice, the effective level of supranational control nevertheless remains low and underdeveloped. In the case of ECCAS, the establishment of the network of parliamentarians is still incomplete, while the creation of CEMAC’s parliament has regularly been delayed. In August 2010, the parliament was finally inaugurated in Malabo. The deputies’ powers to influence developments are, however, restricted. Instead, the parliament’s role is limited to representation and advisory functions. Similarly, CEMAC’s court of justice has little enforcement power: the judges can point out violations of community law but have no power to impose sanctions (Meyer 2009). Consequently, member state accountability remains limited.

By contrast, in other African regional communities, specific supranational approaches have been established to address lack of commitment by member states. SADC, for instance, is very strict about member states that fail to meet their commitments. In 2003, Seychelles was deprived of the right to participate in community meetings and finally quit the organisation a year later after it did not pay its contributions on time. Although CEMAC and ECCAS have similar directives, they have never been enforced, despite significant payment arrears. Indeed, exclusion of defaulting members requires the unanimous assent of other – also not-so-dutiful – member states. Thus, the powers of CEMAS and ECCAS remain negligible on this point.

**Adopting a multi-actor approach**

In regard to the need to further involve non-state actors in regionalisation initiatives, some other regional processes in Africa have made significant progress over the past 10 years by increasingly adopting a multi-actor approach. Civil society tends to be involved in agenda-setting processes through specific channels. In Western and Southern Africa, representatives from civil society organisations have organised specific forums. The West African Civil Society Forum (WAC-SOF) and the Council of Non Governmental Organisations (SADC-CNGO)
meet prior to the respective ECOWAS and SADC heads of state summits to give statements and elaborate recommendations. WACSOF also audits the implementation of regional policies at the national level and advocates on behalf of human security and other concerns within their region.

By comparison, a multi-actor approach has been neglected in Central Africa. CEMAC and ECCAS both remain largely state-driven. The role of non-state actors in decision-making, agenda-setting and policy implementation processes is still undeveloped and marginal. Civil society in particular plays no significant role in stimulating, participating in or interacting with the regionalisation process.

This circumstance can certainly be related to problems and weaknesses in the civil society. Compared to other regions in Africa, notably Southern and Western Africa, the development of civil societies and civil society organisations is relatively recent in Central Africa. In a number of states, this process has been further complicated and handicapped since the mid-1990s by social and political tensions. Most local civil society organisations face funding and capacity problems and seldom cooperate or network with a view to pooling available resources and augmenting their weight and importance. At the same time, in Central Africa relations between civil society and governments are often rather problematic, as political leaders may perceive civil society organisations as troublemakers and opponents. The main advantage of civil society organisations lies in their proximity to the people and the knowledge of their needs, concerns and interests, allowing them a bridging role as mediator and community mouthpiece.\footnote{32. On the role of the civil society, see also: The Center for Conflict Resolution, The Peacebuilding Role of Civil Society in \textit{Central Africa}. Policy Seminar Report, Douala, Cameroon, 2006.}

In CEMAC, the potential role of civil society has been only marginally acknowledged. In the case of ECCAS, one can discern some first indicators of a slow but progressive opening up of the regionalisation process to civil society. Indeed, the role of the civil society in conflict management and peacekeeping is being increasingly recognised as part of ECCAS’s regional activities. With the support of the EC’s PAPS, ECCAS launched a comprehensive programme in September 2007 to improve cooperation with civil society groups in Central Africa. This decision was largely based on growing acknowledgement of the centrality of these non-state actors’ contributions to the prevention and resolution of conflicts. In the words of the ECCAS secretary-general, “\textit{[t]oday, national security cannot be reserved for experts. It concerns all of us, as it is not only about ensuring state security but also the human security of populations. It is therefore}
natural that all are associated with the discussion about priorities and means.”

To foster interaction between ECCAS and Central African civil society, selected civil society organisations have taken part in training and workshops on security issues. Civil society representatives have also helped monitor elections, such as in Angola in September 2008.

A further example of the progressively growing role of civil society in ECCAS security cooperation is the *Programme de Renforcement des Capacités et Gestion des Conflits de la Société Civile en Afrique Centrale* (Capacity building project for civil society organisations for conflict prevention and management in Central Africa (PREGESCO)).

PREGESCO is a joint project launched by civil society organisations in eight ECCAS states. It is coordinated by the Congolese NGO *Service de Renforcement des Appuis aux Communautés de base en Afrique Centrale*, based in Kinshasa. PREGESCO’s members are regular invitees to the meetings of some of ECCAS’s institutions. In June 2009, they participated in the activities of the ECCAS consultative commission in Kinshasa. PREGESCO is also regularly accredited to provide observers, alongside those from ECCAS and the AU, to monitor elections in Central African states and elsewhere on the continent. Finally, PREGESCO also participates in studies carried out by ECCAS, such as that on transborder relations in December 2008, and organises joint multi-stakeholder seminars and workshops at the regional level, for instance on security sector reform and early warning.

The potential of this development to contribute to a more integrative approach to regionalisation, especially the consolidation of peace and security in Central Africa, is intrinsically linked to three conditions. First, if regional cooperation is to meet the population’s basic needs by promoting a climate of security and stability, it needs to ensure that the multi-actor approach addresses both large-scale civil society organisations and smaller ones. Larger organisations are most often located in capitals or major cities, and lack direct contact with local rural populations. Smaller organisations may have better connections on the ground and usually have a better knowledge of the security needs and concerns in specific provinces, knowledge essential in conceiving of policies or for the early detection of security threats and risks. However, for resource and capacity

---


34. See also PREGESCO’s website: www.pregesco.org (accessed July 26, 2009).

35. Burundi, Cameroon, the Republic of the Congo, Gabon, the CAR, the DRC, Rwanda and Chad.
reasons, smaller organisations may have difficulty in acting on the community level. A solution may lie in ensuring the connection between large and small civil society organisations and encouraging the constant exchange of information. Or, alternatively, a suitable model may be setting up forums that represent civil society interests, similar to WACSOF and SADC-CNGO.

A second, closely related precondition is the availability of organisational and resource capacities. If civil society organisations are to represent local interests at the community level, they need support. PREGESCO, for instance, operates national offices, in addition to its headquarters in Kinshasa, to ensure that its project members know the ground. However, as the project’s report of 2008 pointed out, this decentralised structure is largely constrained by a constant lack of resources and capacities. The project is only covered by the African Capacity Building Fund, whereas facilities in Kinshasa are provided by the DRC government. No funding comes from ECCAS or the other member states.

Third, it is important that a multi-actor approach to regional security and stability have a clear role and place for civil society actors to contribute to the implementation and elaboration of regional community security actions and policies in order to give more emphasis to local needs and concerns. Given the current intergovernmental nature of CEMAC and ECCAS, the inclusion of civil society in regional decision-making would imply institutional change and progress. Here, however, the major challenge remains the unwillingness of state leaders to commit themselves to a transformative agenda for regional cooperation, peace and security.

---

Conclusion

Insecurity and instability in Central Africa are intrinsically linked to the weakness of states as sovereign powers and the limited ability of state structures to maintain social and political order and ensure territorial integrity. A major challenge to regional peace and security relates to the issue of political commitment by the leadership of member states. Because state leaders recognise that their ability to exert state power is limited by weak institutional structures, capacities and infrastructure as well by the existence and subversive activities of non-state political forces, their willingness to cede sovereignty to the community level has remained low.

In the absence of a common vision or “regional consciousness”, regional politics is further undermined by individual interests and the failure to further deepen the regionalisation process. Thus, community activities tend to be increasingly used by political actors to demonstrate their role as legitimate rulers of sovereign states and to further defend their political interests. The way in which community summits and conferences are celebrated, as well as the quarrels over the location of headquarters and distribution of posts in regional bodies and institutions, indeed raises the question whether these events and institutions are not used by national elites to enhance their prestige and demonstrate their political importance rather than for promoting agreements and regional policies. This doubt is strengthened by the fact that a significant number of jointly taken decisions remain on paper or are only partly, slowly or belatedly implemented.

Current community-level responses, such as the deployment of FOMUC and MICOPAX and the setting up of the Central African peace and security architecture, indicate that such actions tend first of all to address the symptoms of insecurity and instability, but largely neglect their roots and underlying causes. They do not sufficiently consider the non-military elements of insecurity, such as structural problems that often are at the base of riots, rebellions and violence.

Moving beyond the current intergovernmental structures of CEMAC and ECCAS and deepening regional integration could be a viable option for increasing the security potential of regional cooperation in Central Africa. Indeed, strengthening the supranational level and increasing civil society actor participation in regional decision-making could counterbalance the interest-driven nature of regionalisation, and lead to the better handling of underlying interests and greater emphasis on addressing human security needs and concerns.

The international community should provide more incentives for deepening and strengthening regional cooperation and integration. By further favouring bi-regional over bilateral relations, especially the EU should facilitate consolidation of regional entities, such as CEMAC and ECCAS (Meyer 2010). Such a trend has in fact been under way since 2000 and has been confirmed by the Africa-EU
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Strategic Partnership in 2007, as well as by the creation of the Economic Partnership Agreements. On the one hand, European emphasis on African regional communities as partners can be an important incentive for the Central African regionalisation process. It could encourage Central African political leaders to consider CEMAC and ECCAS as significant political, economic and security actors. In addition, intensification of bi-regional relations could improve the relationship between Europe and the Central African region. Whereas today, these relations are largely driven by national interests, including on the European side, these interests could be better and more constructively aligned if more emphasis is given to increasingly coordinated inter-regional dialogue.

It is, however, essential that the international community only support and encourage progress by regional processes towards more democratic and effective forms of integration that give primacy to development and human security, by always respecting the principle of own responsibility and mutual benefit. Under such conditions, further developing and exploiting the potential of regional cooperation to promote self-sustaining peace and security in Central Africa may be possible.
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